
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 
 

Cementex is driven to have stock levels that enable deliveries to exceed 
your expectations and demand. The ability to deliver coupled with our 
belief in providing the very world-class best electrical safety products 
have led us to transition to standard on the cinch strap style of our Low 
Voltage Safety Tool Specialist designed TruFit® leather protectors. Either 
with the elasticized cuff or the buckle cinch strap there is no getting 
around the Cementex TruFit® leather protectors are a premium glove that 
not only will wear well, but they are comfortable and offer the best in 
dexterity and comfort resulting in safer working conditions for qualified 
workers. Our ergonomic design features a newly designed palm and 3D-
fingers for a conforming fit around rubber insulating gloves reducing hand 
fatigue and greatly improving dexterity. 
 
This transition is for our Low Voltage TruFit® leather protectors for use 
over Class 00 and Class 0 gloves and aligns with the cinch strap used on 
the higher voltage gloves sold separately and included in kits. Our TruFit® 
Low Voltage protectors are constructed of Premium Top Grain Goat Hide 
providing a soft, flexible feel and excellent protection. They feature a 10” 
overall length and while they come in whole sizes these premium gloves 
are designed to complementary fit their associated half sizes.  
 
Timing will vary depending on the remaining inventory of the elasticized by size. The most common sizes of gloves will 
transition sooner to the cinch strap within our glove kits. If the cinch strap is preferred in our low voltage Class 00 and 
Class 0 glove kits, simply add CS to the part number or note it in the comments and for a minimal upcharge ($2 list) the 
kit will be ordered and shipped to contain the cinch strap version of the protector.  Please take immediate note that 
within March 2024 all Low Voltage size 9 and 10 protectors will begin to only be sold both individually as Cinch Strap 
part number and as the CS revision of the glove kits. 
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Part # 
Replacement Product 

Description UPC Code 

P0-10-7 10" Low Voltage 
Protectors: 7 

696812065971 P0-10-7CS 10" Low Voltage CS 
Protectors: 7 

696812154989  

P0-10-8 10" Low Voltage 
Protectors: 8 

696812042231 P0-10-8CS 10" Low Voltage CS 
Protectors: 8 

696812094346 

P0-10-9 10" Low Voltage 
Protectors: 9 

696812042248 P0-10-9CS 10" Low Voltage CS 
Protectors: 9 

696812042255 

P0-10-10 10" Low Voltage 
Protectors: 10 

696812042194 P0-10-10CS 10" Low Voltage CS 
Protectors: 10 

696812042200 

P0-10-11 10" Low Voltage 
Protectors: 11 

696812042217 P0-10-11CS 10" Low Voltage CS 
Protectors: 11 

696812081711 

P0-10-12 10" Low Voltage 
Protectors: 12 

696812042224 P0-10-12CS 10" Low Voltage CS 
Protectors: 12 

696812127594 

 
Leather gloves should always be worn over rubber insulating gloves when they are in use to get the utmost protection 
and life from the rubber gloves. Cementex offers the best fitting TruFit® leather protectors and they are to be used for 
the mechanical protection of rubber insulating gloves and per ASTM F696 they shall not be used alone for electrical 
protection. 
 
If you have any questions or would like additional information about orders or availability of any of these products, 
please contact Customer Service at 1-800-654-1292. Thank you for your understanding and we appreciate your 
ongoing support. 
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